Press Release – March 19, 2010
Steinigke Showtechnic – Exhibition highlights 2010
It's Steinigke Showtechnic's 20th appearance at the Musikmesse and the
prolight+sound respectively. Like every year, Frankfurt will see numerous
product highlights. Here is a little preview.
In the field of light technology it's more or less all about LEDs. No wonder, as the influence
of the diodes is still growing. One of Futurelight's representatives: the EYE-60. This
moving washlight is a more compact version of its flagship EYE-108 RGBW and offers
high luminosity at a low weight and low energy consumption as well as trendsetting color
mixing. A convincing tool for all professional light designers.
Futurelight's new DMH-2 LED moving head is also worth a look. The power of the 20 Watt
diode is comparable to a discharge lamp with 250 Watts. Color reproduction is very
precise, illustration stainless, dimming extremely soft and gobos perfectly match the
illuminant. Moreover, the equipment includes a motorized focus and a 3-facet prism. This
package plays in the champions league of LED spots of this kind.
Eurolite puts one focus on its KLS series and its LSD curtains. The former is completed by
the KLS-800. This is a compact light system featuring, beside its small size and low
weight, very powerful tri-color LEDs.
When it comes to flexibility the LSD (LED Soft Display) curtains are real masters as they
can be bent around corners or pillars. Equipped with strong LEDs they are available with
six different pixel pitches.
Now, let's enter the world of sound. Omnitronic welcomes all DJs with the two compact
USB-MIDI-controllers TMC-1 and TMC-2. These devices come along with the versatile
software Virtual DJ LE by Atomix Productions.
Based on the Compact Line Array (CLA) PSSO now introduces the Compact Speaker
Array (CSA/CSK) which is suitable both for permanent installations and mobile use thanks
to various versions and extensive accessories. If you want to find out more about the Line
Array, just visit www.i-love-sound.com.
Apropos visiting: From March 24 to 27 you can pay us a visit in hall 11, stand A11 + A05.
We would be very glad if we could show our novelties to you.
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